An important stochastic turnpike property in optimal growth models asserts that optimal programs of capital accumulation from different initial stocks converge almost surely in a suitable metric. Its proof requires constructing a value-loss process satisfying both uniform boundedness in expectation and sensitivity (in the sense of recording a strictly positive value-loss when the capital stocks being compared diverge). Uniformity assumptions strengthen sensitivity by ensuring that value-loss is independent of time and state of environment in which the divergence occurs. They are imposed either directly on the value loss process, or indirectly through bounds on the degree of concavity of the felicity or *1 would like to thank Professors F.R. Chang and Santanu Roy for their comments which have improved the paper. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the seminar series of Erasmus University, Rotterdam. I would like to thank the participants for their comments. This paper was completed while I was visiting the Centre for Development Economics, Delhi School of Economics. I would like to thank them for providing me the resources to complete this project. I remain responsible for any errors. 1 1 ! production functions, and are acknowledged as strong restrictions on the modeL This paper argues, within the context of a convex aggregate growth model~ that uncertainty can obviate the need for uniformity, The multiplicity of states afforded by a stochastic framework permits constructing a vallle~loss process over an "extended" time~line that is a martingale and, hence, relatively easy to uniformly bound in expectation. Further, if capital stocks diverge by some critical amount in any time and state, then the martingale registers an upcrossing across a band of uniform width on its extended time~line for that state thereby giving uniform value-loss. Probabilistic arguments based on the Martingale Upcrossing theorem and the Borel-Cantelli lemma then clinch the turnpike property.
Optimal growth theory, in Ramsey-typo normative models with convex preferences and t(~(;h~ hence, nology, has identified an important stability property referred to a.' :> the late turnpike. It y some a.':)serts that two infinite horizon optimal programs of capital accumulation from disl;iuct ;a band initial stocks converge (almost surely) in a suitable metric. A critical input in the deriva ue-Ioss.
tion of this property is a strong u,n~for'ffl,ity assumption(Brock and Majumdar [8] , Brock Cantelli and Scheinkman [11] , Chang [12] , Follmer and Majumdar[14J, Joshi [17] , Majumdar and Zilcha [20] , McKenzie [22] )1. It is generally invoked in both discounted and undiscounted frameworks which eschew the time-stationarity restriction on preferences, technology and the evolution of the stochastic environment. It engenders independence from both time and state (of the stochastic environment) of the sensitivity of a key procesl:l the value-loss pro()ess which tracks the divergence in optimal programs from different initial stocks. The primary objective of this paper is to demonstrate, within the context of a convex aggregate stochastic 'sity, 2201 growth model, that the late turnpike property can be derived without the encumbrance of a uniformity restriction.
A general derivation of the late turnpike property, without any concession to uniformity, is warranted by the preeminent position this result occupies in the various strands of the growth literature. To substantiate, we offer a brief review.
(i) Optimal Growth Theory: The late turnpike property is central by virtue of asserting the global asymptotic stability of optimal programs. 2 Under the assumption of time-stationary preferences, technology and the stochastic environment, and with the added restriction of no discounting, it has been shown in Brock and Mirman [9] , Dana [13] and Mirman and Zilcha [24] that all good programs converge in an appropriate topology to the golden rule (or optimal stationary) program 3 . In the discounted context, as exemplified in Brock and Mirman [10] and Mirman and Zilcha [25] , time-stationarity yields convergence in distribution of optimal programs from distinct initial stocks to the modified golden rule program. In nOl1 stationary models, the uniformity restriction has been critical in establishing convergence in probability (Brock and Majumdar [8] ) or the stronger property of almost sure convergence lOptimal growth theory has identified two other turnpike properties -the early and the middle of which the latter also relies on a uniformity assumption (for instance, McKenzie [22] ).
2A comprehensive review of the deterministic literature on turnpike theory, along with a discussion of the role of uniformity, is provided in McKenzie [23] . The review, however, does not cover the stochastic case.
For this reason, we have mostly limited the discussion here to optimal growth under uncertainty. 3Good programs, first identified in Gale [15] , are feasible programs which do not perform infinitely worse in utility terms than the golden rule program and which include non-stationary programs that are optimal in terms of catching-up or overtaking of partial utility sums. (Chang [121, Follmer and Majumdar [lAj, Joshi [17J and Majumdar and Zilcha [20] ).
(U) Cornpetitive Equilibr'ium and the Turnpike Property: In contrast to nonnative models of optimal growth, the, deterministic analysis of Bewley [4] , and its stochastic extension by Marimon [21] , consider a positive model of equilibrium growth with finitely many (infinitely~ lived) consumers and perfectly competitive firms. A competitive equilibrium in their model corresponds to the solution of an optimal growth problem where the social welfare function is a weighted sum of the consumers' utility functions, the weights being the inverses of the marginal utility of expenditures in equilibrium. In particular, the stationary competitive equilibrium with transfer payments corresponds to the (modified) golden rule program with respect to this social welfare function. The late turnpike property highlights the global asymptotic stability of interior competitive equilibria by showing that they converge to the stationary competitive equilibrium with transfer payments for sufficiently high values of the discount factor.
(iii) Imperfectly Competitive Equilibria of Endogenous Growth Theory: The voluminous literature on endogenous growth, following the seminal contributions of Lucas [18] and Romer [31] , has considered the dynamic general equilibria of imperfectly competitive mar~ kets characterized by sustained growth at endogenously determined levels. The late turnpiJee property addresses the issue of whether the time path of an imperfectly competitive equi librium converges to the path of balanced growth. Another facet of this literature has been to explain the difference in growth rates of developing and developed economies (Barro and Sala-i-Martin [2]). Identifying conditions under which long run convergence to the same growth rate does (or does not) obtain bears formal similarity to the late turnpike property.
(iv) Patience and Chaos: The late turnpike property rules out the possibility of optimal programs exhibiting chaotic dynamics. In reduced form models with two or more sectors, the existence of complicated dynamics, has generally been obtained for low values of the discount factor (Boldrin and Montrucchio [6] , Mitra [26] , Nishimura, Sorger and Yano [30J and Sorger [32] ). Some additional features include felicity functions that are concave but not strictly concave, and optimal programs that are possibly non-interior. In an aggregate growth model, Majumdar and Mitra [19] have shown the existence of complicated dynamics when the felicity function depends on both consumption and the capital stock. This raises the following issue: in aggregate growth models with strictly concave felicity functions that depend on consumption alone, and in which optimal programs are interior, does the late turnpike property obtain for all values of the discount factor? Majumdar and Zilcha [20J answered this in the affirmative under a uniforIl} lower bound on the degree of concavity of the production function and a particular relative distance function to measure the divergence in capital stocks. This paper attempts to extend the result to the case with no uniformity 
; of t.he form, Consider an initial stock y E C, y =1= s, and let
]. An examination of (5) shows that adding a constant to both sides of the Euler equation leaves it unaffected. However, given that the two sides of (5) In this section, to illuminate the precise nature of the uniformity assumption, we review the Ap methodology that underlies the ~toehastic late turnpike property in non-stationary mod(~ls.
one dift!, The first step entails the construction of a value-loss process, (Vi.), by utilizing the competitive prio conditions which charact.erize an optimal program (the "turnpike"). These are the Euler cons conditions in aggregate models (Joshi [17] , Majumdar and Zilcha [20] ) and the reduced sl;r\l( utility maximization conditions in multiseetor models (Brock and Majumdar [8] , Chang [12] , and Follmer and Majumdar [14] [8] ) or a supermartingale (Joshi [17] , Marimon [21] ) thereby permitting a sensi passage to the rich theory of martingales. The second step is to ensure that (Vi) is uniformly ment bounded in expectation. This is aehieved in aggregate models through interiority of optiulal facto programs, and in multisector models through the transversality (bounded capital value) wher, condition. The third step is to endow (Vi.) with the sensitivity to record a strictly positive
The J difference called value-loss when optimal programs from different initial stocks diverge -indin by some pre-specified critical amount. This value-loss will in general depend on the time by ttl period, t, and the state of environment, w. in which the divergence occurs. . Coupled with the sensitivity property, it implies that capital In eit. stocks cannot diverge for infinitely many periods by an amount that calises value-loss to stituti exceed A. It is a weak characterization, however, because convergence is not implied: capital charac stocks can diverge for infinitely many periods by any amount that causes value-loss to be a "st.n less than A.
in Mel stricti( This is precisely the point where the uniformity assumption enters into the analysis to with tj force the convergence of optimal programs from diff<?rent initial stocks by strengthening the For im sensitivity of (Vi). [22] , they are difficult to extend to discounted models without additional re strictions on the discount factor. In the indirect approach, they preclude growth models with time-varying preferences and technology that asymptotically approach the linear case. For instance, consider the sequence of functions (h t : n+ -+ n+), ht(x) = Xl~1/(t+2). This sequence of strictly increasing, strictly concave functions is precluded from describing felicity or production functions. The degree of concavity of ht, given by -xh~(x)/h~(x), is equal to 1/(t 2), and approaches zero as t ---+ 00. The uniformity assumption, however, requires that the degree of concavity of each h t be uniformly bounded from below by a strictly positive constant, We have now achieved our twin objectives: the uniform bound on the expectation of (V r ) is to switch realized because a potentially unbounded increasing process is replaced with an oscillatory 3spond to martingale process, and martingales have the convenient property that their expectation in :mediat.e" any period T > °i s equal to their expectation in period T O. Interiority of the optimal programs will ensure that expectation in period T = °i s finite. Uniform value-loss is attained because, when capital stocks are more than E-distance apart, (V r ) upcrosses a band of uniform lstance in and strictly positive width. te interval 6 We would like to ensure that v(fl\Si) > 0 for each t E I+ so that we are assured a set Under of states of strictly positive measure on which to manipulate the value-loss process. This necessitates a "reachability" restriction on initial stocks. Clearly, in non-stationary models, Unforl initial stocks must satisfy some reachability condition if the late turnpike property is to that l/ obtain. 8 Our definition of reachability is a modification of the expansibility notion that we intwrsl can reach one initial stock from another in finite time for some realizations in fl. Since what realiza transpires over a finite horizon may be ignored in analyzing the asymptotic behaviour of (thrau optimal programs, in effect we require that initial stocks coincide for these realizations. 
s(w) = y(w)}. The initial stocky is reachable Jrom s iJv(t..(s,y)) > O.
There propen Note that reachability, while requiring that the initial stocks agree on some set of strictly mutual positive measure, however small, places no restriction on how much they diverge on the complement of that set. That is, apart from strict positivity, the v-measure of t.. (s, y) is not E 13 precise function of reachability in the proof of the late turnpike property.is to bound thevalue loss process (McKenzie [22] ). Reachability is put towards the same end in our framework, albeit somewhat tangentially. By facilitating the construction of a value-loss process that is a martingale, it indirectly bounds it in expectation. limited ill any manrH:l'. Of course, to avoid trivialities, 1/(1.,:1(8, y)) < 1. In this sense, t;iw reachability restridioll It; not unduly stringent. The onorous task remains to demonstra.te that, starting from initial stocks that coincide on a set of pos; ti v(~ but less than full probability (F t )-measure, optimal programs will be arbitrarily close for all sllfHciently large t E I+ on a 8 is, there will be no conflict in reconciling the uniform sensitivity property with the martingale property (and hence uniformly bounded expectation) because each will be addressed over a set of strictly positive measure that is disjoint from the other.
,) = {w:
There is no reason, however, why the collection H t will exhibit the non-empty intersection property. In general, it will be made up of the following two non-empty sub-collections of mutually disjoint sets: If strictly re on the 
Proposition 1 Under Assumptions (A.1)-(AA), (X r ) and (Y r ) are (Fr)-martingale pro cesses on the time-line T which are uniformly bounded in expectation. ns oyer
The economic intuition underlying the above result is as follows. Suppose that T + 1 is even valued so that it corresponds to the original time-line. If in this time period the planner (10) decides to stay off the turnpike independent of which event obtains, then
is a measure of the (expected) relative loss of value by not making a transition to the 071 I,urnpike. Recalling (5), this is just p.F'ur'therl E'[X r . j • 1 1IF r ] is the (conditional) tot.al cost of following the strategy of staying off the turnpike if the event occurs and rnaking the transition to the I;urnpike if n\8~'H occurs. The adjustment cosl; ha"s been chosen such tlmt E[,Xr+d IF1J /1. wit.h probability one. Moreover, note by eonstmetion that r is odd, 'rJ a(;1 thi we have fixed Xr at p. for all w. Therefore, E[Xr+IIIFrJ = Xr with probability one, which is simply the ulartingale property.
Culling together the properties of the abov(~ two processes, we have the desired value-loss process on t;he time-line r. (A.1)-(A.4) , there exists a zero-mean (Fr)-martingale proces8 (VI') stich that:
Proposition 2 Under Assumptions
The middle graph in Figure 1 is the pictorial analog of Proposition 2. in Figure 1) . It may be noted that our definition of Kr(w) does not. correspond to those in standard probability texts (for instance. Billingsley [5, Theorem 35.3] ) where a sequence le-loss of l's also indicat(~s the duration of an upcrossing. WA, on the contrary, are not interested in the duration (sinc'e it is fixed at one period by construction) but rather in the number of npcl'ossings over thH given interval (since each is indicative of more than E-divergence in tingaie capit,al stocks); for the same l'(~ason, as opposed to martingale theory, we do not wish to count downcrossings over any intervaL 
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Conclusion
In this paper, w(~ have (~xploit;ed the underlying stocha.'ltic primitive to obtain the late turn Pre pikf= propert,y in convex aggregate growth models without imposing any strong uniformity rest,riction. In this regard, our paper echoes the argument put forward in AmiI' [lJ that. growth models under uIlcertainty should not be simply extensions of the deterministic case with the stochastic el(~ment a.":I a mere addendum. Rather, uncertainty should add in an essential way to the results derivable from the certainty ca.":IO. A similar consideration had also motivated Chang [12] to put forth a expected value-loss as:mmption conditioned to th(~ particular dictates of a stochastic paradigm.
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There remains the issue of whether our technique can be extended to rnultisector optimal growth models. As noted earlier, such models can display complicated dynamics for low vaJues of the discount factor. However, even for discount factors sufficiently close to unity, some form of uniformity is generally invoked to obtain the late turnpike property (Guerrero~ Luchtenberg [16J, McKenzie [22] , MOlltrucchio [28] 13Since our time line starts at zero, fixing the initial value Va = 0 implies that we ignore a potential deviation in capital stocks by more than E in the initial period. But ignoring one possibl(~ deviation in period o is inconsequential given our concern with the long run behaviour of optimal programs. (28) r""l (25) Also note from the martingale property of (V"',. 
